Worksheet 3. Vocabulary review

Look again at the reading, “A Terrible Morning.” Guess the meanings of these words in the passage. Circle the word or phrase with the same meaning or a similar meaning.

1. terrible _______
   a. terrific    b. very bad    c. wonderful

2. quickly _______
   a. slowly     b. fast       c. tired

3. rush _______
   a. hurry      b. walk       c. jump

4. apologize _______
   a. explain    b. say        c. be sorry about

5. normal _______
   a. usual      b. nice       c. slow

6. through _______
   a. over       b. in         c. to and including

7. call back _______
   a. come again b. call again c. leave a message

8. during _______
   a. when       b. after      c. in the time of

9. mistake _______
   a. date       b. call       c. something wrong

10. else _______
    a. big        b. small      c. more

11. oversleep _______
    a. not sleep  b. wake up    c. sleep extra time

12. miss _______
    a. want       b. have       d. lose the opportunity